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Abstract: In this article the complete design process of windshield installation for the light trainer aircraft was 
described. Entire process was done using computer aided design (CAD) software. Passing through developing stages of 
the aircraft design, some influence factors directly have been causing change of windshield shape and structure design 
until the whole structure of aircraft had been frozen. One of the flight-technical requirements is efficient and rapid 
separation of the windshield in critical situations. Very thoughtfully design of the mechanisms that are consisted by 
windshield was performed due to this emergency requirement. The benefit of computer design process compared to the 
classic design process on a paper was confirmed here by easiness to simulate kinematics of the mechanisms and to 
inspect how do they behave in specific situations. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
 
Windshield is an important assembly of an aircraft and 
some master features are depended by windshield quality. 
Important quality characteristics are: visibility through the 
canopy, windshield structure rigidity, impact resistance, 
easiness of handling, reliability of the internal 
mechanisms and the lightness of construction. In order to 
get all these properties it is needed to pass through the 
process of design optimization. Constant computer 
simulation of kinematics and changes of the parts are 
meant by the design optimization. The final iteration 
product is the windshield ready for prototyping. The 
beginning of production and materialization of specific 
windshield parts will be shown at the end. 
 
2. INITIAL CONSIDERATION  

Just after the concept of the aircraft was completed, the 
initial fuselage structure design had begun. It is very 
important to define their supporting geometry at the very 
beginning [1]. It is called master geometry. Master 
geometry consist planes, curves and surfaces. It is very 
useful feature in CAD. This geometry is used to define 
the position and shape of the structure elements. Main 
structure members which carry most of the load in 
fuselage are stingers, frames and skins. In the case where 
shape and position of master geometry must be changed 
due to some reasons, the supported elements will 
automatically change its shape and position following the 
master geometry. Looking to that fact and using all 
influence factors to aircraft safety it is managed to find 
out where the optimal position and size for the windshield 
was. Figure 1 shows some of previously mentioned 
master geometry entities which are colored orange 
(fuselage master surface), white (planes) or green (guide 

curves) and also intended area for the windshield which is 
marked by a transparent blue color. 

 

Fig.1. Master geometry with windshield area 

Finally, as the building of windshield assembly had 
started, real problems had showed up. Some of them were 
solved looking to a conventional solution, but some 
solutions made this windshield really unique and 
interesting. 

3. WINDSHIELD ASSEMBLY DESIGN 

CAD three is a place where the assembly products keep 
parts which are supposed to be kept together as sub 
assembly before making final windshield assembly. 
Windshield assembly can be roughly divided into three 
sub assemblies: 

 windshield main structure, 
 windshield locking mechanism, 
 windshield ejecting mechanism. 
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This is done to show a clearer picture how designing steps 
had been flowing. All these three assembles must work 
well in all required conditions and regimes of flight.  

3.1. Windshield main structure 

After basic fuselage structure were designed, it had been 
clear where exactly windshield structure had to be 
adapted. It was decided main frame to be consisted of 
profiles which would be made by technology of sheet 
metal banding. Searching for existing windshield frame 
profiles [2] it was found how it might look. Main 
windshield structure consists of five small frames and also 
additional small sheet metal peaces which are all 
connected with frames by the rivets. Every small frame is 
build by two sheet metal profiles which cross section is 
given in Figure 2. Some of these profiles are very big 
challenge to make in practice because of their curvatures.  

 

Fig.2. Windshield frame sheet metal profiles 

 

Fig.3. Isometric view of windshield main structure 

All sheet metal parts of the main frame were made on the 
next way [3]. Frame profiles must follow fuselage contour 
as shown on Figure 1. Therefore combination of part and 
shaping design was used. One is used to make basic 
surfaces, and then the thickness is given to the surfaces in 
parting design module. During the windshield opening 
and closing motion simulation it was concluded that there 
should be only one hinge. If we look on Figure 3 all the 

reasons why this decision was made would be clear. 
Figure 3 shows the isometric view of main windshield 
structure. Said in summary, there are three different plane 
angles that support three of five small frames and very big 
curvature of the frame closest to the fuselage plane of 
symmetry. Because of that fact one strong hinge was put 
on the most optimal place. It is very important to say that 
the whole process of design was followed by test pilot of 
aircraft. His experience was very helpful to make decision 
how to design some elements. Canopy is supposed to be 
made of plexiglass and it must have such surface 
curvature which will not deflect light in day and night 
conditions. Surface curvature of the canopy was projected 
to have as slight as possible local radiuses. Constant 
thickness and slight surface curvature after production 
promise good quality of canopy. 
Why the presence of experienced pilot is important and 
desirable will be more clearer reading the next chapters. 

3.2. Windshield locking mechanism 

Very important task is given to this mechanism. It must 
be simple that means reliable, easy to put inside the main 
windshield assembly and easy for maintenance; it is 
requested to be easy handling from outside and inside. 

 

Fig.4. Locking mechanism versions 

Also, handling must be very intuitive that is very 
important in a case of emergency procedures where 
beginners are not supposed to spend too much time 
thinking how to open the door and leave the aircraft. All 
locking mechanism was decided to be put inside 
horizontal windshield frame segment (Frame 4 on Figure 
3). Also, it is decided outer handle to be undependable 
from inside handle. In order to get worldwide accepted 
idea, an existing solution of the mechanisms was found in 
literature [4]. Unfortunately, when design was completed, 
this solution had been rejected because it had resulted in a 
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very complicated mechanism which had been evaluated 
expensive for production. Since this one mechanism was 
based on handle rotation, the second one was based on 
handle sliding. The first mechanism had many springs and 
other CNC elements which had had really fine design and 
the second one had had only one CNC part and a few 
standardized elements [5] and no springs. Ratio of 
number of parts is 4:1. Advantages of the second one are 
obvious. Figure 4 shows the comparison between two 
mechanisms.   

3.3. Windshield ejecting mechanism 

Function of this mechanism is to provide rapid and safe 
separation of windshield from main fuselage structure. 
This need occurs only in the emergency situations when 
pilots must leave the aircraft. Rapid separation means as 
few as possible movements in order to separate 
windshield and leave it to be blown up by the airflow. 
Safety of ejecting procedure means calculated path of 
windshield in the period of separation because it might 
get stick and pilots may have received injuries and 
prevented to leave the aircraft. The need for simple and 
reliable mechanism appeared due to these complicated 
requirements and very specific look of the windshield. 
Cable based mechanism was designed after relatively 
long time of consideration. It is concluded that it had been 
very reliable and easy for maintenance and inspection 
before every flight. Figure 5 shows colored elements of 
the mechanism and the steps which were to be performed 
until final separation of windshield.  

 

Fig.5. Ejecting process 

As it can be seen the ejecting procedure consists of two 
main steps. The first one (marked as number 1 on Figure 
5)  is red handle pulling down and the second on is 
pushing up the windshield and letting it to be rotated 
around rear windshield hinge and blown away over the 
head. Real functionality of this system will be checked on 
a ground at the first prototype of aircraft.  

4. PRODUCTION OF FRAME PROFILES 

Production of the profiles requires design of theirs tools 
which is performed in CAD also. Because of its specific 
cross section, every profile must have inner and outer 
tool. Specific unfolded profile shape got from the flat 
plate of aluminum alloy is put it in the middle of its tools 
and then pressed and banded. It produces a profile exactly 
as it is in CAD. Figure 6 shows arbitrary chosen profile 
with its tools needed for production. Tools design is also 
performed using a combination of shaping and parting 
design modules.  

 

Fig.6. Profile production process 

The tools are supposed to be made on CNC machine. 
Design process of profiles and tools must be carefully 
done respecting strict rules for banding operations for 
certain kinds of metals [6].  

5. CONCLUSIONS 

3D computer design is very helpful to the designing 
branch of whole machining production. Many benefits 
come with this new era of design. It saves time, enables 
rapid change of shape and position and immediate look at 
its functionality. Motion simulation is one of the greatest 
advantages of computer design process. Clash, distance 
and band analysis of the assembly also might be 
performed every time. In one word computer design got a 
full inspection in how assembly would behave in certain 
situations. From the complexity point of view windshield 
design stands for the most complicated assembly on the 
aircraft. It can’t be said that CAD can finish all work. It 
still remains people to consult a literature about specific 
and standardized entities performances considering its 
production method, material and available technology and 
to draw a sketch on a paper which would be discussed 
before converting it to 3D. It is expected computer 
performances to be better in some near future. As a result 
bigger assemblies will be easy to load and possible to 
treat its analysis in the more ways.  
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